Finding statistically significant interactions between binary variables is computationally and statistically challenging in high-dimensional settings, due to the combinatorial explosion in the number of hypotheses. Terada et al. recently showed how to elegantly address this multiple testing problem by excluding non-testable hypotheses. Still, it remains unclear how their approach scales to large datasets. We here proposed strategies to speed up the approach by Terada et al. and evaluate them thoroughly in 11 real-world benchmark datasets. We observe that one approach, incremental search with early stopping, is orders of magnitude faster than the current state-of-the-art approach.
Introduction
The search for interactions between binary variables is of great importance in a diverse set of application domains. For instance in marketing [1] , one tries to find sets of products that are frequently co-bought by customers, and in genetics, one tries to find sets of mutations in the genome that frequently occur in disease carriers.
A variety of approaches have been proposed for finding such patterns efficiently, that is interactions between binary variables, for instance in association rule mining [1] , [2] and recently Random Intersection Trees [3] . Still, quantifying the statistical significance of the occurrence of a pattern was long deemed a hopeless endeavour in high-dimensional settings due to the combinatorial explosion of the number of possible patterns. In a dataset with P variables, we could test up to 2 P possible variables. This in turn causes two main difficulties: (1) Naively listing all possible patterns is computationally unfeasible except for low-dimensional problems; and (2) the need to apply multiple testing correction with such a daunting number of patterns will almost surely result in an enormous loss of statistical power, that is the ability to find true patterns.
However, Terada et al. recently proposed a new algorithm for testing combinatorial interactions of binary predictors up to any order, the Limitless Arity Multiple testing Procedure (LAMP) [4] . It builds upon work by Tarone [5] , who showed that ignoring non-testable hypotheses in multiple testing correction does not affect the family-wise error rate, but leads to an increase in statistical power. Terada et al. showed that this number of testable hypotheses can be computed via frequent item set mining. Even though the work in [4] represents a big step forward, its procedure for finding the number of testable hypotheses is slow on large datasets, with many objects N . Their search procedure iteratively searches all frequent item sets with a frequency of σ, decrementing σ in each iteration. If N is large, the range of admissible values for σ is also large and results in a longer runtime.
Here we address exactly this problem by empirically evaluating strategies to speed up LAMP. We observe that one of these strategies is on 10 out of 11 datasets at least one order of magnitude faster, often even several orders of magnitude faster than the original LAMP, while returning the exact solution.
The organisation of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we define the problem of testing high-order interactions between binary predictors. In Section 3 we review the improved Bonferroni correction proposed in [5] , summarize the original version of LAMP and present the speed-up procedures we propose. Section 4 demonstrates empirically the speed improvement achieved by our scheme. Finally, Section 5 sums up the main conclusions of this work.
Testing the statistical significance of combinatorial interactions
Let X ∈ {0, 1} N ×P be a dataset consisting of P binary features and N observations and y ∈ {0, 1} N be the corresponding vector of binary labels. For any subset S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , P } of |S| features, we define the high-order interaction among the |S| features contained in S as X i,S = j∈S X ij ∀ i = 1, . . . , N . Excluding the empty set, we can construct up to 2 P − 1 such high-order interaction features, which will capture interactions of different orders depending on the cardinality of S. Individual features are included in this formulation too as all singleton sets S : |S| = 1.
Then, the problem of testing the association of all possible combinations of P binary predictors with a dichotomous label can be naively formulated as a multiple hypothesis testing problem consisting of 2 P − 1 parallel univariate association tests between two binary random variables. Those are usually represented in terms of 2x2 contingency tables as the one depicted in Table 1 . Table 1: 2x2 contingency table for testing the association of an arbitrary high-order interaction feature X i,S with the class labels y i
One of the most popular statistical association tests for 2x2 contingency tables is Fisher's exact test [6] . Under the null hypothesis of no association between the two random variables, it can be shown that p(a S |x S , n, N ) follows a Hypergeometric distribution 1 . The probability of observing a table at least as extreme as the one we actually observed, that is, the P-value of the table, can be then computed as P (S) val = min(x S ,n) k=a S p(k|x S , n, N ). That corresponds to a one-tailed test. If a twotailed test is desired, one simple solution is to compute the one-sided P-value of the smallest tail and then double it to account for the other tail [7] .
We say that a high-order interaction S is significant at level α if the P-value is smaller than α. By construction, the probability of deeming an association significant when the null hypothesis of no association is true is upper bounded by α. However, if m association tests are run in parallel, the probability that at least one of those m tests will result in a false positive will be much greater than the original uncorrected significance level α. Bounding that probability, denoted Family Wise Error Rate (FWER), is the main goal of many multiple hypothesis testing procedures.
One of the most common schemes to do so is the Bonferroni correction [8] . The idea is simple: applying the union bound we obtain FWER ≤ αm. This shows that using a corrected significance threshold δ = α/m rather than the original uncorrected significance threshold α for each individual association test yields a multiple hypothesis testing procedure satisfying FWER ≤ α. Since the bound FWER ≤ αm is only tight under assumption that all m tests are jointly independent, the Bonferroni correction tends to be overly conservative, causing a loss of statistical power.
Speeding up the search for significant interactions
The combinatorial explosion of the number of hypotheses generated when testing for higher-order interactions poses a real challenge for the application of a Bonferroni-style correction. Since the Bonferroni correction factor grows exponentially with the number of features, m = 2 P − 1, only exceptionally strong association signals will be deemed significant after correcting the significance threshold.
This has acted as a major discouraging factor, hindering the development of statistical testing approaches for high-order interactions of features. To the best of our knowledge, [4] has been the first work to come up with a feasible scheme to carry out statistical significance testing of combinatorial interactions of features, focusing on the context of gene regulatory motif discovery. Their work is based on the idea of the "testability of hypotheses" from [5] .
Refined Bonferroni correction for discrete test statistics
The main idea behind [5] is that in a multiple hypothesis testing problem involving binary random variables, a potentially large number of tests cannot possibly be significant irrespectively of the actual observed cell counts and, therefore, do not need to be neither tested nor taken into account when computing the Bonferroni correction factor. This can lead to a big reduction in both the computational burden and the loss of statistical power implied by testing a large number of hypotheses in parallel.
There are two main reasons why such a procedure can be carried out: (1) if the data is discrete, the test statistic can only attain a finite set of values, hence a minimum attainable P-value will exist; and (2) in some cases, most notably Fisher's exact test for 2x2 contingency tables, such minimum attainable P-value can be easily computed and depends only on the marginals x S , n and N . In this way, if the minimum attainable P-value Ψ(x S , n, N ) of the association test for feature subset S is above the corrected significance threshold δ, there is no need to inspect the inner cell counts of the table a S and compute the corresponding P-value as the test cannot possibly yield a significant result. We call hypothesis tests for which Ψ(x S , n, N ) ≤ δ testable hypotheses.
It is shown in [4, Supporting Text 4] that, under the assumption 2 that n < N − n and x S ≤ n, the minimum P-value attainable by Fisher's exact test is given by Ψ(x S , n, N ) =
. A crucial remark is that Ψ(x S , n, N ) is a non-increasing function of x S when the aforementioned assumptions hold.
Observation (2) above, which is in our opinion not emphasized enough in [5] , is fundamental to understand why this test-discarding scheme is actually valid. Since the null distribution in Fisher's exact test is conditioned on the marginals x S , n and N of the corresponding 2x2 contingency table, we have that p(a S |x S , n, N, Ψ(x S , n, N )) = p(a S |x S , n, N ). Therefore, the null distribution of the test statistics is not modified by keeping only those tests whose minimum attainable P-value is smaller than δ.
As the corrected significance threshold δ depends on the number of testable hypotheses and the testability status of a hypothesis depends on δ, determining both δ and the set of testable hypotheses can be treated as finding the rounded root of a function f (k) = m(k)−k defined for natural numbers k ∈ N. Let S be the set of all possible subsets of features S. Let m(k) be the number of hypotheses which are testable at level δ = α/k, that is, m(k) := |{S ∈ S|Ψ(x S , n, N ) ≤ α/k}|. Then, if we find k rt such that m(k rt − 1) > k rt − 1 and m(k rt ) ≤ k rt , that is, the rounded root of m(k) − k, we have that the set of testable hypotheses will be |{S ∈ S|Ψ(x S , n, N ) ≤ α/k rt }| and using m(k rt ) as Bonferroni correction factor guarantees F W ER ≤ α.
2 The assumption n < N − n does not imply a loss of generality, since the labels can be swapped. The assumption xS ≤ n is reasonable for most real-world datasets. If xS > n, then Ψ(xS, n, N ) is no longer non-increasing on xS. However, a simply workaround is proposed in [4, Supporting Text 4] by defining Ψ(xS, n, N ) = 1/ N n in that scenario. With that definition, Ψ(xS, n, N ) is non-increasing in xS, since it is constant, and is a lower bound in the real minimum attainable P-value.
Efficient enumeration of testable patterns
In [5] , the refined Bonferroni correction factor is discussed as a general tool applicable to any multiple hypothesis testing problem involving discrete test statistics. However, the author does not address the issue of how to efficiently find k rt . In fact, in the context of searching for significant higher-order combinations of features, naively evaluating m(k) would require listing all 2 P − 1 possible combinations of features S ∈ S and computing the minimum P-value Ψ(x S , n, N ) of every single combination. The computational cost would therefore be prohibitive even for small datasets.
The Limitless-Arity Multiple testing Procedure (LAMP) described in [4] circumvents that problem by establishing a connection between enumeration of all testable patterns and the well studied problem of frequent itemset mining.
The key observation is that the minimum attainable P-value Ψ(x S , n, N ) is a non-increasing function of x S . This implies that there is a one-to-one mapping between k rt and the root frequency σ rt defined as the natural number which satisfies |{S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ rt − 1}| > α/Ψ(σ rt − 1, n, N ) and |{S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ rt }| ≤ α/Ψ(σ rt , n, N ). This can be shown precisely by letting
That proves that the set of testable hypotheses coincides with the set of patterns for which x S ≥ σ rt .
Let us consider that each of the P features is an item, and that an observation in the dataset X is a transaction that contains those items corresponding to features taking value 1 in the observation. In this context, the N transactions corresponding to the N observations in the dataset X form a transactions database.
Then, the problem of finding the set {S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ} for a given value of σ is equivalent to finding all combinations of items or itemsets which appear in at least σ transactions in the transactions database. We say that those itemsets are frequent with support σ.
This dual formulation allows using off-the-shelf frequent itemset mining algorithm in order to efficiently enumerate the set {S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ} for different values of σ. Those can be combined with an appropriate root searching procedure in order to find the root frequency σ rt ,which in turn determines m(k rt ) and the set of testable tests as shown above.
In the original LAMP formulation described in [4] , a decremental search procedure is employed to find σ rt . The algorithm begins by initializing σ = n. Then, while |{S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ}| ≤ α/Ψ(σ, n, N ), σ is iteratively decreased in steps of 1. Once a value of σ that satisfies |{S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ}| > α/Ψ(σ, n, N ) is found, we know that σ rt = σ + 1 and the algorithm terminates. The pseudocode is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 LAMP
1: Input: X, y, n, N 2: Output: All significant high-order interactions among features in X 3: σ ← n + 1 4: repeat 5:
Enumerate all frequent itemsets with support σ 7:
Speeding up LAMP
While LAMP represents the first computationally feasible algorithm able to mine statistically significant interactions between binary features, it can still be too slow even for medium-sized datasets.
In what follows, we describe two non-exclusive approaches which can be used to reduce the execution time of LAMP: (1) an incremental search scheme with early stopping instead than the decremental search procedure used in [4] and; (2) using a subsampled version X of the original dataset X in order to obtain a cheap estimation of the root frequency.
Incremental search with early stopping
Running a frequent itemset miner with σ = 1 would list every combination of features which occurs at least once in the dataset, which in turn would allow to compute the root frequency σ rt with a single execution of the miner. However, this approach would generate an enormous amount of untestable patterns, unnecessarily increasing the computation time considerably. The computational complexity of frequent itemset mining is proportional to the number of frequent itemsets, which rapidly increases as the support σ is reduced. It seems then reasonable to initialize σ to the largest possible value that σ rt could take and iteratively decrement it until the solution is found. That is exactly what the original version of LAMP proposes. However, we believe that such reasoning ignores two subtle facts.
Since the minimum attainable P-value Ψ(σ, n, N ) decays super-exponentially with σ, those datasets for which σ rt ends up being large will have an enormous number of testable patterns. In those cases, the modified Bonferroni correction works in a regime virtually identical to the naive Bonferroni correction and the search for high-order interactions via statistical testing will most likely fail regardless of which scheme is employed. This suggests that we should optimize our search scheme for datasets with a reasonably small σ rt , in which case an incremental search strategy makes more sense since it will require a smaller number of iterations to find the root frequency.
Even more importantly, while running the frequent itemset miner for small values of σ could be slow, it is not necessary to enumerate all frequent itemsets. Once the number of frequent itemsets found is larger than α/Ψ(σ, n, N ), we know that the root frequency σ rt must be larger than the current value of σ so we can stop the frequent itemset miner early. This effectively makes each iteration of incremental search no more computationally intensive than those of decremental search.
All in all, we claim that for real-world datasets for which the statistical assessment of higher-order feature interactions is feasible, an incremental search scheme will require less executions of the frequent itemset miner and early stopping will make each of those executions just as efficient as those of decremental search would be, which should result in a net speedup over the original implementation of LAMP. The pseudocode of incremental LAMP with early stopping is summarized in Algorithm 2. 
Enumerate frequent itemsets with support σ recording the number m of frequent itemsets found so far 7: if m > α/Ψ(σ, n, N ) then 8:
else 10:
T (σ rt ) ← {S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ} 
Subsampling
We also explore the possibility of applying subsampling to speed up LAMP by subsampling, a strategy proposed for association rule mining by [2] . Suppose we construct a subsampled dataset X by sampling with replacement N/K observations from the original dataset X. Let us denote the number of occurrences of an arbitrary high-order interaction of features in the subsampled dataset by x S . It is straightforward to show that
Roughly, subsampling the original dataset by a factor of K scales the number of occurrences of every pattern by a factor of 1/K. This suggests estimating the root frequency of the original dataset X, σ rt , from the occurrence counts of patterns in the subsampled dataset X by finding σ rt such that |{S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ rt − 1}| > α/Ψ(K(σ rt − 1), n, N ) and |{S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ rt }| ≤ α/Ψ(Kσ rt , n, N ) and lettingσ rt = Kσ rt . Note that the resolution in the determination of the original σ rt from σ rt is decimated by a factor of K.
Experiments
We evaluate the performance of our proposed methods compared with the original version of LAMP [4] using 11 different real-world datasets. In Table 2 we depict the most salient properties of each dataset: the number of samples N , the number of features P and the root frequency σ rt computed with LAMP for a target FWER of 0.05. For the 4 labeled datasets, we use the true number of positive samples n when enumerating testable hypotheses. For the remaining 7 datasets, for which there are no labels available, we examined two different scenarios 3 : n = N/2 and n = N/10, denoted r = 2 and r = 10 respectively. Thus 18 different cases are examined in our experiments. A more detailed description of the datasets can be found in the supplementary information.
All experiments were run on a server running Ubuntu 12.04.3 on a single core of an AMD Opteron CPU clocked at 2.6 GHz. The frequent itemset miner employed in all experiments was LCM [9] version 3, which has been shown to exhibit state-of-the-art performance in a great number of datasets and won the FIMI'04 frequent itemset mining competition [10] . The code of LCM is written in C and was compiled using gcc 4.6.3 with -O3 and -march=opteron as flags. Figure 1 shows the runtime of the original implementation of LAMP versus our scheme based on incremental search and early stopping. The speedup is dramatic: our approach is one order of magnitude faster than the original LAMP in 6 out of 18 cases, two orders of magnitude faster in 9 out of 18 cases and three orders in 2 out of 18 cases. Only one dataset in the whole set of 18 cases shows a modest speedup, and even in that case we achieve a speedup of roughly 50%.
The computation time depends on a non-trivial way in the characteristics of datasets. Apart from the number of samples and the number of features, the distribution of frequent patterns with respect to changes in the support σ and the resulting root frequency σ rt are critical. The computational complexity of each execution of frequent itemset mining depends on the number of frequent patterns | {S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ} |, which rapidly decays as the support σ increases. However, thanks to early stopping, our implementation takes only a time proportional to min{ α/Ψ(x S , n, N ), | {S ∈ S|x S ≥ σ} | }. Since α/Ψ(x S , n, N ) is small for small values of σ, the iterations of our scheme are not slowed down by the potentially large number of frequent patterns when the support is near 1. In contrast, the original implementation of LAMP with decremental search needs N − σ rt executions of frequent itemset mining to converge, whereas our scheme needs only σ rt . Therefore, the larger the ratio (N − σ rt )/σ rt , the more advantage our proposal provides. As we can see in Table 2 , in most cases the ratio is fairly large, which explains why incremental search with early stopping is empirically much faster than decremental search.
Next we study the effect of subsampling by applying our version of LAMP with subsampling ratios K ∈ {2, 4, 8, 10, 50, 100}. 10 repetitions of the experiment were performed for each dataset; the average behaviour is depicted in Figure 2 . We can confirm that the speed-up obtained by subsampling is overall proportional to K. This is shown in Figure 2 (I).
Since the minimum σ rt which can be estimated from the subsampled datasets is equal to the subsampling ratio K, then the subsampling ratio should ideally be small compared to σ rt if an accurate estimation of the number of testable hypotheses is needed. As shown in Figure 2 (II), the estimated Bonferroni factor is indeed reasonably accurate for most datasets when a small subsampling ratio is used. Empirically we find that subsampling ratios of K = 2 and K = 4 are able to determine the number of testable hypotheses up to the right order of magnitude in the majority of cases. On the contrary, more aggressive subsampling ratios like K ≥ 10, which provide speed ups of one of two orders of magnitude, are accurate only in some datasets. To sum up, when accurate solutions are needed, subsampling can only provide modest yet worthy speed ups on top of incremental search with early stopping, making the algorithm approximately up to 4 times faster.
Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed a fast algorithm for mining statistically significant higher-order interactions. We have shown empirically that by using a novel incremental search strategy with early stopping, the execution time with respect to the state-of-the-art approach [4] is reduced by several orders of magnitude in the vast majority of the 11 datasets and 18 cases analysed. In practice, this brings down the expected computation time for real-world datasets from several days to just a few hours, making statistical testing of higher-order interactions feasible in more demanding datasets. Furthermore, for cases in which trading off accuracy for speed is deemed acceptable, we have explored the possibility of speeding up LAMP even further by subsampling datasets across observations. We have observed empirically that using moderate subsampling ratios can provide an extra There are several aspects in which LAMP could be enhanced further. Firstly, since higher-order combinations have a hierarchical nature, the resulting test statistics will be highly correlated. Several schemes to correct for mutual dependence across tests in multiple hypothesis testing have been proposed both in a general context [11] and specific to binary predictors [12] , [13] . However, how to scale those approaches to datasets containing tens of thousands of features by integrating them into the LAMP framework remains an open problem. Another promising approach to reduce the number of testable hypotheses and gain statistical power is the integration of prior knowledge in the search procedure by exploiting the functional relations among predictors to prune the search space. Finally, extending the framework to deal with continuous labels, continuous features or even structured data represents another interesting way to extend the applicability of LAMP to new datasets and domains.
A Dataset description
The datasets T10I4D100K, T40I10D100K, retail, chess, connect, BMS-Web-2 and BMS-POS are well-known public benchmark datasets for frequent itemset mining [10] . Even though they are unlabeled datasets, we can still make use of them to evaluate how efficiently different search schemes enumerate all testable patterns. Note that enumeration of testable patterns only requires to know the number n of minority class examples, and the total number N of examples. Moreover, the computational effort needed to find the root frequency σ rt depends on the class labels only through the ratio 4 N/n. Therefore, we can artificially fix a ratio N/n and make use of those datasets to compare how efficiently different search schemes find σ rt . In our experiments, we have considered both N/n = 2 and N/n = 10. The former can be seen as an optimistic assumption, as it will yield the biggest reduction in the Bonferroni Correction factor, while the latter represents rather unfavourable scenarios.
Another 4 additional labeled datasets were used: tic-tac-toe 5 , internet advertisements 6 , mushroom, and RCV1. The first three are well-known datasets from the UCI repository. Tic-tac-toe was binarized using dummy variables to represent the three possible states (empty, "x" or "o") of each space in the 3 × 3 grid; internet advertisements was kept as in the original, but 3 continuous features and 1 binary feature having missing values were discarded; mushroom was binarized as in [10] and the first two features, which are complementary and indicate whether the mushroom is edible or not, were used to define the labels. Finally, RCV1 is a well-known text classification benchmark. We used a reduced two-class version of the original dataset 7 , and attributes were binarized depending on whether the tf-idf of the corresponding word stem is positive or not as in [3] .
B Statistical power of LAMP versus naive Bonferroni correction
In Figure S3 we show the difference between the naive Bonferroni correction factor and the improved (reduced) Bonferroni factor first proposed by Tarone [5] and used by LAMP in different scenarios we have considered. Note that the correction factor used by LAMP effectively accounts for interactions of any order. On the contrary, the naive Bonferroni correction factor for testing interactions of any arity would equal 2 P ; an insurmountably big number for all datasets except Tictac-toe. Thus we restrict the order of interactions to 3, 5, 7, and 9 to make computation of the naive Bonferroni correction factor feasible. Figure S3 shows that even for a fixed arity, the number of hypotheses testing examined by the naive Bonferroni approach is much bigger, resulting in a great loss in statistical power. 4 This can be seen by approximating Ψ(σ, n, N ) = n σ / N σ ≈ (n/N ) σ , which holds for σ n and is therefore a valid approximation for incremental search 5 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Tic-Tac-Toe+Endgame 6 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Internet+Advertisements 7 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/binary.html, see [14] for a description of the original dataset Table S3 : EXECUTION TIME 
tic-tac-toe 3.46e + 03 3.42e + 03 ± 1.74e + 02 3.86e + 03 ± 1.73e + 02 3.43e + 03 ± 3.60e + 02 inetads 2.52e + 09 1.67e + 08 ± 1.91e + 07 2.12e + 08 ± 4.79e + 07 2.47e + 08 ± 3.51e + 07 mushroom 2.52e + 08 2.37e + 08 ± 1.01e + 06 2.60e + 08 ± 1.13e + 06 3.08e + 08 ± 2.84e + 06 RCV1 4.82e + 11 8.36e + 11 ± 7.15e + 11 1.11e + 12 ± 1.22e + 12 7.79e + 12 ± 8.61e + 12 tic-tac-toe 11.00 12.00 ± 0.00 12.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 20.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 inetads 13.00 12.00 ± 0.00 12.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 20.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 mushroom 31.00 32.00 ± 0.00 32.00 ± 0.00 32.00 ± 0.00 40.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 RCV1 41.00 42.80 ± 1.40 44.00 ± 0.00 48.00 ± 0.00 51.00 ± 3.16 100.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 T10I4D100K (r=2) 22.00 22.00 ± 0.00 24.00 ± 0.00 24.00 ± 0.00 30.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00
T10I4D100K (r=10)
8.00 8.00 ± 0.00 12.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 10.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 T40I10D100K (r=2) 34.00 34.00 ± 0.00 36.00 ± 0.00 40.00 ± 0.00 40.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 T40I10D100K (r=10) 12.00 13.40 ± 0.97 16.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 20.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 retail (r=2) 21.00 22.00 ± 0.00 24.00 ± 0.00 32.00 ± 0.00 37.00 ± 4.83 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 retail (r=10) 7.00 10.20 ± 0.63 12.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 20.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 chess (r=2) 44.00 44.00 ± 0.00 44.00 ± 0.00 48.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 chess (r=10) 14.00 16.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 20.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 connect (r=2) 55.00 56.00 ± 0.00 56.00 ± 0.00 56.00 ± 0.00 60.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 connect (r=10) 18.00 18.00 ± 0.00 20.00 ± 0.00 24.00 ± 0.00 20.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00 BMS-Web-2 (r=2) 23.00 22.60 ± 0.97 24.00 ± 0.00 31.20 ± 2.53 30.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00
BMS-POS (r=2)
32.00 32.00 ± 0.00 32.00 ± 0.00 39.20 ± 2.53 40.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00
BMS-Web-2 (r=10)
9.00 9.80 ± 0.63 12.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 10.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00
BMS-POS (r=10)
11.00 12.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 16.00 ± 0.00 20.00 ± 0.00 50.00 ± 0.00 100.00 ± 0.00
Bonferroni correction factor
number of testable patterns 
